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The American Helvetia Philatelic Society is celebrating its 50th
Anniversary. The Society was founded February 28th, 1938 and, in
observance of our birthday, I thought that a festively franked
cover was in order . At 11 .45g, one-day express delivery was paid
with eight 50c stamps and a 50c railway control tag on the back.

Mailed at the Vevey Gare before noon on 25 July 1984, it was
backstamped at the Bern Bahnhof at 0757 on the 26th and with a
Bern PO Paketausgabe CDS prior to delivery that morning.

What did the FC Oron (football club) so urgently need to mail to
the Swiss Football Association on a Wednesday morning in the
middle of the season? The person submitting the most plausible
(or humorous) explanation will receive a special prize. SW





Happy Birthday to -- US!

President's Corner
Charles J . LaBlonde

Fifty years ago, in the cradle of American liberty, Philadelphia,
Swiss philately in this country was born . Today, you and I are
the legacy of that first meeting . We don't meet under one roof
anymore, but we are no less united in our purpose to enjoy and
promote Swiss stamp collecting . Over the years not all have
followed the same path in pursuing this goal . As recently as 1974
there were two separate Swiss philatelic societies in the USA.
Recognizing that this was one too many, a handful of diplomatic
and visionary folks negotiated a union and the AHPS was born.

We're going to celebrate this year, and well we should . Even
though our official birthday is February 28th, we will have our
birthday party later in the year at SEPAD, in the city of our
roots, Philadelphia . Preparations are already underway -- please
join in and help . What can you do? Start by dropping Harlan
Stone a note and letting him know that you're interested . Put
together an exhibit and bring it to the party to show your fellow
collectors. Or recruit some new members, especially younger
collectors who can keep AHPS alive for its 100th birthday.

Set aside SEPAD weekend now and make your vacation plans
around a visit to Philadelphia . I hope to see many of you there.

Happy 1988! --- Happy Birthday!
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EDITOR'S COMMENT

	

Steven S . Weston

Our Associate Editor does not seem to be the only one finding
that the Tourism Set could have been more appealing and theme-
related (Tell, Nov. 1987). Illustrated here are two suggestions, put
into stamp form by Gaudenz Müller, Editor of the Berner
Briefmaken Zeitung . In an accompanying and scathing article (BBZ
No. 9, 1987), Mr. Müller attacks several aspects of this issue,
including the paper varieties . These two designs were produced
using the souvenir booklet drawings.

The recently released Pro Juventute Set
provides fertile ground for criticism as well.
These designs are reminiscent of children's
book illustrations with the figures rendered in
an anatomically soft manner . Considering the
facial distortions, I can only wonder why the
artist didn't choose to depict three-fingered,
gloved hands . The overall orange tone of the
issue bothers me as well; I suppose it was

meant to convey a warm and fuzzy feeling . Only the Christmas
theme stamp appeals to me, but it has the look of a Hallmark
Card. Perhaps I'm too critical, but I expected better.

And better there is . The Pro Juventute Foundation is issuing its
first set of "Novelty Maximum Cards" on November 24th . They
will be sold only as a set for SFr 10 .50 (post paid outside of
Switzerland) and can be ordered only from the Pro Juventute
Foundation, Maximumkarten, Postfach, CH-8022 Zürich.

Each card features a stamp and a special first day cancel applied
to a reproduction of a painting or lithograph depicting a scene
which parallels the scene of the stamp . Here we can compare
apples to apples and the rotten apples really stand out .
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There is a great gulf between an
illustration and a picture: one
shows what is, the other tells a
story. I have space to show
only one example . The stamp
shows a boy playing with his
blocks in some sort of two-
dimensional space .

	

It's static,
boring, and tells no story.

The card's painting (Dutch
Baroque) shows a child playing
with a doll on the threshold of
an open doorway in the sunlight
with a darkened interior and
window lights in the background.
Even the description of these two
"pictures " is proof of my pudding.
Imagine an engraved stamp of
this painting .

While I'm on the subject of stamp design,
consider this Swedish stamp from a 1979
miniature sheet . The coffee server is rendered
using a combination of intaglio and offset
printing in four ink colors . You have to see
the original to appreciate the three-dimension-
ality and beauty of this stamp . I'd like to see
the PTT issue a similar set of various Swiss
channes (wine servers) and other fine Swiss
pewterware.

The surcharged (50+50 Rp) "Flooding" issue sales have dropped to
a disappointing level due to a lack of publicity . Consequently, the
PTT is extending the sale period to 31 December 1987 . I must
commend the PTT for an incredible feat : this issue was conceived,
printed and distributed to all POs in less than a week.

According to the BBZ, some stamps have appeared with a color,
usually red, chemically removed . Courvoisier is worried about this
threat to their reputation and warn all collectors to be careful.

The "Postal Transport" series has been generating many comments
about the left-handed postman (Z 740), the left-handed mule driver
(Z 733), and the coach driver sitting on the right-hand side (Z
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735) . The suggestion is that these stamp images were reversed by
mistake . Perhaps, but there are left-handed postmen ; mule drivers
should always walk on the uphill side of the animal ; and coach
drivers do sit on the right side (at least here in the USA).

Speaking of mistakes, I've quickly proven that I'm not perfect.
The last issue of Tell has the wrong number on the cover: it is
Volume XIII, Number 6 for all those librarians out there . Also,
the unnumbered pages in the center were last minute additions
while Tell was at the printer . Please submit your material early
as Leroy and I are very poor firemen. Librarians: you may
number those pages A-D.

While I'm at it, the "Sitting Helvetia Precancels" article was
reprinted in Tell because I didn't know that it had appeared once
before. It's pretty hard to fill 240 pages a year without resorting
to reprinting a few good articles . For example, Tell will feature
several pieces which appeared in the AHPS Postal History Bulletin
a few years ago. Not all members have had a chance to read
them and they are quite good. If you really hate reprints, please
direct your energies toward your typewriter and create some
original material.

Several great articles are planned for future issues: Lake Leman
postal traffic, pioneer air mail, Rigi postal history, rate notations
on stampless covers, history of the Simplon Pass, and others (I
hope). If you have any material which could be used to illustrate
these articles, make a good photo or lend me the items . Also, is
anyone interested in articles about faults and varieties of modern
gravure issues (ie, Z 211-214, 252-253, 277-284)?

And now for something completely different! A thoroughly good
time was had by all at SUNPEX . Bruce Marsden did a splendid
job (it's not his fault that the bourse dealers had little Swiss
material) . Our members showing exhibits garnered high awards
including the Grand (more elsewhere in this issue).

My highlights included seeing these exhibits for the first time and
getting a personally guided tour of the Grand award winner.
About two dozen AHPS members met for dinner Saturday . Dick
Hall and I struggled through the largest pile of crab legs I've
ever seen while being regaled by the Bauman's story about
"camping" in Yosemite . You had to be there . And you should be
there. Next time, don't pass up the opportunity to meet your
fellow members and have a great time . SEPAD is coming .
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AHPS at SUNPEX

Dr . Ralph Soderberg

	

Bruce Marsden chatting with Bay Area AHPS members.

Steve Weston commenting on the crab legs . Henry Ratz & Bruce Marsden preparing AHPS cachets.

Saturday night dinner with (I-r) Bruce Marsden, Dick Hall,
Steve Weston, Mr . & Mrs . Bernard Kosmoski, Mrs . & Mr.
Ed Chalfant, Dr. Ralph Soderberg, Chuck LaBlonde,
Mrs . & Mr. Howard Bauman, and Bob Zeigler.
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Surcharged But Not Overprinted

	

Steven S. Weston

The recent surcharged stamp to
aid the storm victims in Switzer-
land has been labeled by the
press as an overprinted issue . It
is not; it was produced, with the
surcharge printing, in one print
operation. To qualify as a true
overprint, existing printed stamp
stock would have to be processed
in a second print operation which
applies the overprint marking.

The sheet margin examples here
provide evidence that this stamp
was produced in one operation.
The example on the left shows
the normal issue and on the
right, the surcharged issue.

The upper triangle in the margin
of the surcharged issue corres-
ponds to the color used for the
surcharge. Also, the quantity-
value mark in the top margin
corresponds to the full sale
value: nominal plus donation
value .

	

If this were a true
overprint, the quantity-value
mark would have read "2 .50"
overprinted to read "5.--".

The surcharge ("7 .9.87", helping hands design and "+50") was
applied at the same time as the postman design . All three colors
were applied in one operation.

Consequently, it is extremely unlikely that there will be any
surcharge varieties in this issue . There certainly will be no
inverts! Shifting of the surcharge color is also unlikely . That
leaves only a partial inking variety to be found and that's
doubtful given the usual quality control practices.

I'm still amazed that this issue was produced, from conception to
distribution, in less than a week .
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A LESSON on Liechtenstein Life-sDans

Wouldn't it be nice to have a First Day Cover from a town which
has just been supplied with a pictorial K-cancel? Especially if the
same town also has a view of the town church on a stamp . . .and
also has a patron saint on a stamp. Good try, but no cigar! The
cover came back from Gamprin-Bendern with a ring of zeroes
surrounding the landscape stamp, Liechtenstein number 325 in the
Zumstein catalog.

How should anybody know that a certain stamp that looks
perfectly useful has been invalidated . . .no good for postage after a
period of time? One little entry in the fine print of Zumstein
tells the expiration date for each issue or series . The initials KD
stand for Kursdauer, course or term of validity.

The letter had an insert from the philatelic agency in Vaduz
advising that stamps issued after 1 .1 .1967 are valid until further
notice . Before 1967, you can find great variation in the periods
of validity. Just checking back to 1959, you can see some issues
lasted only four years with the longest lasting 11 years.
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Corrections & Amplifications

P . Guinand, of Morges, Switzerland, writes to point out some
errors in the Standing Helvetias article in Tell, Vol. XII, No. 5.
It appears that the illustration, on page 153, which shows perfora-
tion silhouettes, is inaccurate. If you used these examples to
classify this issue, you may wish to check again . Several of the
example stamps shown are incorrect; that is, the wrong stamp was
used to illustrate the example. Examples "E" and "I", perforated
11+:12, show an 11 3/4 stamp . Example "H", perforated 11 3/4,
shows an 11+:12 stamp.

Perforation checking of this issue is crucial to proper identifica-
tion. I recommend using a transparent perforation gauge like the
Multi-Gauge offered by Linn's Stamp News.

Mr. Guinand goes on to amplify and correct some issue dates and
a catalog number listed in the Concordance. The following may be
used to correct your copy.

	

A . 1882-93

	

30c. red brown; 1893
C. 1891-98

	

3Fr. orange brown; 1898; Zumstein 72C
D. 1894-1902 20c . orange; 1895

30c. red brown; 1895
50c. blue; 1895
l Fr. claret; 1895
3Fr. orange brown; 1900

E. 1901-1903 3Fr . orange brown; 1902
G. 1905-1907 40c. gray, type II; 1907
J. 1907-1908 25c . blue, type II ; 1908

3Fr. orange brown; 1908
K. 1907-1908 25c . blue, type II ; 1908

40c. gray, type II; 1908
l Fr. carmine; 1908
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The Emergency Cancel

	

Fritz Berger

Translated by Charles J . LaBlonde . This very fine introduction to a seldom seen

cancel type first appeared in the bulletin of the Swiss Cancel Collectors Society of

August 1987 . Continued from Nov/Dec 1987 issue.

Special Items . The preparation and use of emergency cancels
often happened in a hurry . This led to many types of errors . Some
examples follow.

Spelling or position mistakes: This includes missing letters,
upside down letters, letters out of order, etc. Postal officials,
with minimal time and training, often had to make and send
the cancel devices in a hurry . Once in use, letters could fall
out and need to be replaced; remember, all of this was done by
hand . Many are known.

Correctly : NEUHAUSEN.
Cancel a mirror image.

Correctly: SCHWEIZERHALLE.
Missing letter «W».

Correctly: FISCHINGEN.
Used «G» instead of «C».
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Correctly : RÄMISMÜHLE.
Letters transposed,
«S» upside down .



- There were no rules on the correct way to show an umlaut.
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- There were some post offices which seemed to have worse luck
than others and had many emergency cancels . The winner to
date seems to be Lausanne 13 with 17 emergency cancels,
followed by Coppet and Visp with 12 each, then Kirchberg
with 10. The latter is even more interesting when one notes
town name changes: KIRCHBERG BE, KIRCHBERG (BE),
KIRCHBERG (BERN), etc.

- Do you know TINZEN - TINIZUN - TINIZONG ?? In 1938,
following a vote, Rhätoromanisch was recognized as a fourth
official language in Switzerland . This caused 70 town name
changes in the Canton of Graubunden, as German names were
changed to Rhätoromanisch . The town of Tinzen in
Oberhalbstein was to be renamed Tinizun . An emergency
cancel with this name was prepared . But the town petitioned
for Tinizong and this was granted on 25 August 1944.
Therefore the circular cancel went from Tinzen to Tinizong.
And there never was a circular cancel, "Tinizun," only an
emergency cancel!! (to be continued)
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Henry's General Store
by Henry Ratz

Swiss philatelists, as well as Swiss stamp dealers, are very
concerned about future Nachwuchs for our hobby. As elsewhere,
their youth are pursuing other interests and the game has
increasingly become the pastime of richer and older folks . There
is a concerted effort under way to make philately more appealing
to the masses . For example, there is a new brochure/booklet,
jointly produced by the Dealers Association, the VSPhV, and the
PTT (not one of the better Swiss graphic jobs of late), touting
the virtues of our hobby . And there is a four-part TV series,
sponsored by the same players and produced by DSR and Mr.
Hertsch from Zumstein, which aired between November 1st and
22nd, 1987.

The latest salvo comes in the form of a nine-page editorial article
in the weekly magazine Schweizer Illustrierte (Sept . 28, 1987),
showing off with some of the unattainable cabinet pieces, the
stuff that's looking for a few good 'buyers with millions to spare.

The article touches on many aspects of philately, including the
current certificate mania which, according to quoted stamp expert
Rellstab, has reached alarming proportions . Rellstab believes that,
for many owners, the certificate is more important than the
stamp! He states that fewer and fewer stamp collectors are
willing to do their own basic research and study catalogs, issue
dates, etc . At the same time, the ever increasingly unrealistic
demands for higher and higher quality lure more and more dealers
and others to doctor stamps, thus heightening the paranoia of the
would-be buyer.

The article also mentions that there may be a tax fight brewing.
Last year, a federal court ruled that postage stamps should be
viewed as "historic securities," and subject to the merchandise
revenue tax (W .U.S.T.). If upheld, it would be quite a blow to
all concerned, dealers and collectors alike. The multitude of
high-powered international auction houses would probably be hit
hardest . These Swiss houses have long had the advantage of a
tax-free transaction environment over their foreign competition.

Continuing along financial lines, the article describes the Swiss
PTT and the some 192,000 subscribers to its (sometimes not-so
fair) new issue service that apparently generates estimated
revenues of SFr 120-150,000,000 for which little or no mailing
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service is needed. Drawback, the article writer concludes, NO
rarities from these numbers! However, that did not deter the
publisher from tipping in a card about one inch from that
statement and proclaiming in large bold type that "due to the
limited edition [of the magazine, I presume], this card will soon[!]
become a rarity!!! No kidding, Mr . Bortolani, what was the press
run of your journal; 200,000 you say? Boy, that card will sure
be a rarity after the next ice age! But thanks for the effort
anyhow, the card is nice, and the thought is appreciated . May it
do the trick for the benefit of out hobby.
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****** Swiss-Americans from Northern California, with the help
of hefty contributions from the canton of Basel-Land and the
town of Burgdorf, recently erected in Sacramento a statue in
honor of the "Father of California," Gen . John Sutter, probably
the most prominent or at least the most colorful Swiss immigrant
to the USA. One of our members has produced a cacheted cover
with a special cancel to commemorate this event . He tells me
that he still has a few copies left. If you think this item would
make a nice addition to your Swiss-related material, send $2 to
Dick Marty, 3015 Victoria Drive, Sacramento CA 95821 . I'll cover
the event and Sutter's story in a future article for Tell.

****** The following is an
odd array of interesting
annotations observed on
covers for sale at recent
auctions:

UNTER DEN ZUG/geraten
Fell under the train. It
must have been a common
occurrence or involved a
large mail sack to justify
the purchase of a rubber
stamp .
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I hope you can read or
translate the typewritten
notice on this cover . It's
nearly as polite as some
USPS people treat us these
days.

Ansichten Unzulässig
Views inadmissible .

	

A
postcard sent from Austria
to Switzerland . It's
anyone's guess what could
have been on the reverse
side. I can only read part
of the title, maybe it was
the

	

"Gross

	

Glockner"
upside-down.

****** Some Swiss stamp
dealers have discovered
new and unexpected gold
mines thanks to the recent
changeovers to fluorescent
papers. The latest ad for
six of the common current
mail series with new paper
(5, 10, 25, 35, 80 and 90
Rappen) on an "official"
FDC for the very modest
sum of SFr 49.50! I'm
sure we all have to have
one at these prices . Yet, I should not be all too sarcastic about
it. A look at the catalog shows that such color and paper
changes with FD cancels have indeed appreciated nicely and many
of them available today show signs of insider knowledge then.
That's where fair play ends.
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All that leads to the next item : The wild and wooly roller
coaster ride of today's exchange rates is obviously not helping us
get more stamps from overseas . Coupled with ever rising prices
for quality material, it's getting close to sledgehammer treatment.
My wife, back from her annual trek to Switzerland, reports that
the cost of living is getting steeper and steeper . What I don't
understand is, when we had runaway inflation, the Swiss statistics
were tame next to ours . Yet their price and salary creep has
been phenomenal over the last 20 years, particularly in the larger
cities . In Geneva, my brother-in-law spent $110 for the meat
alone for a dinner at home (Chinese Fondue) for twelve people.
If the dollar keeps falling at the current pace, I may soon be able
to settle my "Zumstein's" bills with a side of beef! Unfortunately
for Swiss consumers, their agricultural price support programs are
stuck in a political manure pile as deep as ours.

****** Finally, does anyone know what happened to the philatelic
holdings of the late Ernie Kehr? Did it all go to the Cardinal
Spellman Museum? What about his library and the thousands of
slides that Ernie took during his trips to Switzerland?

****** Final, final, while I'm thinking about it . When we studied
the AHPS financial picture, we ruled out another donation auction
for the time being . Although the one-time shot in the arm would
not hurt, the imposition on our auction manager is tremendous.
However, if you want to help the cause in a less direct way, you
can always donate a lot here and there when you're in a good
mood and feel generous . Just tell Bill Lucas to route the proceeds
(or a percentage thereof) to our treasurer . Thank you!
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AHPS MAIL AUCTION
Dear Members,

Auction #76 is a combination of some very nice new material and lots that did not sell in

Auction #74 . By the bidding I assume the "TELL" containing Auction #74 did not reach all members

in time to bid.
Values are from Zumstein and Amateur Collector Catalogs or estimated retail unless otherwise

stated.
For Auction #76 1 sfr = $ .73 and the British pound = $1 .78 . The Closing date for Auction

#76 is February 21, 1988 .

William R . Lucas

P . O . Box 228
Aurora, IL 60507

LOT I	 DESCRIPTION	 VALUE

1

	

	 13(Z19)Used 15rp . Rayon 111 . Moser Certificate The stamp and cancellation

are genuine, not repaired, good margins on 3 sides, but cut into at top

and smudgy red grille cancel ." Min . Bid . $150 .00	 $1,095 .00

2

	

(Z 23A)Used, almost 4 FL, 1 plus WM . Heavy grille cancel . Part of next

stamp to bottom	 25 .00 EST.. . . . . .

	

. . . .

	

. . . . . . . . . . .

	

. . . . . . . ..
3

	

(Z 22D)Used 4 FL, 3 WM part of next to left . Nice Light CDS---NEVE 9

MAI 59	 30 .00 EST.

4	 38(Z 24G)Used 4 FL plus 2 WM . Almost SON, BASEL 29 SEPT 58 cancel	 35/40 .00 EST.

5	 39(Z 25G)Used 3 plus FL, 2 WM, part of next stamp to left . Almost SON,

URICH 26 -0V 62	 30/35 .00 EST.

6	 39(Z 25G)Used 2½ FL, 2 WM . Partial CDS	 20/25 .00 EST.

7	 	 40(Z 26G) Used, 4 FL, 4 WM. Sheet margin to right Good part of next stamp
to left and bottom . SON CDS GENEVE 26 JUIL 60 . Vertical crease does not

show on face . Some very light toning . 3 huge margins	 100 .00 EST.

8	 40(Z 26G)Used 4 FL, 2 WM . Light CDS	 75 .00 EST.

9	 52a(Z 37a)Used, F/VF . CDS .Red brown shade . Small thin	 274 .00

10	 65(Z 49)Used, F . CDS	 80 .00

11	 67(Z 51)Used, Good centering, Almost SON, BERN 17 111 82 . One missing

perf . .

	

985 .50. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

	

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12	 82/4,86/8(Z 66A/7A,69A/72A)Used, F . Nice CDS cancels 	 71 .00

13	 (Z 69C)Used, good, heavy CDS	 110 .00

14	 82a(Z 66D)Unused, hinge remnant . Just goods centering	 47 .50

15	 82a(Z 66D)Unused, hinged . F . A couple of short perfs on left	 47 .50

16	 86a(Z 70D)Unused hinged . F . Normal cracked gum . Very small area of

missing gum . One short perf at top	 58 .50

17	 87a(Z 71D)Unused hinged, F 	 54 .75

18

	

94a(Z 73E)Unused hinge remnant . Good centering . A short perf at top 	 14 .50

19

	

94a(Z 73E)Unused hinged . F . Small corner crease 	 14 .50

20	 95(Z 68D)Unused, lightly hinged . F	 46 .00

21	 95(Z 68D)Unused, hinged . Horizonal crease . F	 42.00

22	 95(Z 68D)Unused, hinged . F	 42 .00

23	 96a(Z 74E)Unused, Just F Centering . Toning on Gum side only 	 73.00

24	 114(Z 81)Used, F/VF . CDS	 36 .50

25	 136(Z 1l2)Unused lightly hinged . F/VF	 24 .00

26	 (Z 141y)Used, F/VF . Wavy line cancel	 328 .50

27	 142(Z 162)Unused hinged . Good centering	 23 .00

'28	 184(Z 131)Used VF, Bold CDS 	 3 .25

29	 210/15(Z 185/90)Unused hinged & hinge remnant . F/VF	 79 .00

30	 219/25(Z 194/200)Unused hinged & hinge remnants . F/VF	 74 .50

SEMI'S - SEMI'S

31	 B 4(Z W 1)Unused, very lightly hinged, VF	 11 .50

32	 Bl31a &b(Z Wlll 12/13)Used, Corner CDS 	 58 .50

33	 B153(Z W 1 116)Unused light hinge, VF . Pf.1 y-shaped ghost flaw 	 18 .25

34	 B 350/4(Z Wlll 210/4)Mint NH, with printed tabs. 2 sets . VF	 5 .00

35	 B 360/4(Z Will 215/9)Mint NH, with printed tabs . 8 sets . VF	 20 .50

36	 B 386/9(Z Wlll 228/3l)Mint NH, with printed tabs . 4 sets . VF	 9 .50
37	 B 402/5(Z Will 236/9)Mint NH, with printed tabs . 5 sets . VF	 16 .50
38	 B 406/9 (Z W11 154/7)Mint NH, with printed tabs . 2 sets . VF	 5 .85

'39	 B 410/3(Z Will 240/3)Mint NH, with printed tabs . 4 sets . VF	 16 .00
40

	

B 414/7(Z Wll 158/61)Mint NH, with printed tabs . 5 sets . VF	 19 .00
41	 B 418/21(Z Will 244/7)Mint NH, with printed tabs . 6 sets . W/F	 23 .00
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LOT #	 DESCRIPTION	 VALUE

42	 B 422/5(Z W11 162/5)Mint NH, with printed tabs . 6 sets . VF	 25 .00

43	 B 426/9)Z W111 248/51)Mint NH, with printed tabs . 3 sets . V/F	 12 .50

44	 B 451 .4(Z Will 261/4)Mint NH, with printed tabs . 2 sets . V/F	 11 .00

BLOCKS OF FOUR - BLOCKS OF FOUR

45	 60/8(Z 44/52)Mint NH, F . B/4's	 153 .75
46	 347/50(Z 316/19)Unused B/4 light hinge . VF . 347 has corner crease . Scott

Catalog $20.00 	 17.50
47	 429(Z 401) 2 PTT folders, one with single, second with B/4 	 3/4 .00 EST.

48	 B324/8(Z Wll 113/7)Mint NH Corner B/4 . With Tabs . Nice	 20 .50

SOUVENIR SHEETS - SOUVENIR SHEETS

49	 B 80(Z W111 8)Unused, SS hinged in margin, stamps NH 	 61 .50
50	 B 119(Z W11 19)Unused, SS lightly hinged in the margin, stamps NH 	 58 .50

51	 B 130(Z Will 16)Unused, SS no gum 	 56 .25

52	 B 130(Z Will 16)Unused, SS lightly hinged in the margin, stamps NH . Very
small tear in margin	 56 .25

53	 B 143(Z W111 21)Unused, SS hinged 	 251 .00
54	 B 178(Z W111 31)Unused, SS hinged in margin, stamps NH 	 65.75
55	 B 297(Z Wll 102)Mint NH . SS Excellant condition	 65 .75

COVER LOTS - COVER LOTS

56	 37(Z 23G)On small cover, white spot between N and C in Franco . 4 FL.

2½ WM. Small BUBIKON CDS . Some toning on cover. Stamp lifted for
identification	 20 .00 EST.

57	 38(Z 24G)On cover, 3 FL, 2 WM . Part of next stamp on bottom . Nice AARAU

CDS . Some light toning on stamp . Stamp lifted for identification	 50 .00 EST.

58	 142(Z 162)On registered cover La CHAUX-de-FONDS to New York 26 .1X .29.

Nice ad on cover back . Pulled perf	 10 .00 EST.
59	 144(Z 115)On registered cover ZURICH to New York 18 .V1 .23 .4 wax seals on

back	 20 .00 EST.
60	 Lot of 25 covers to Europe and South Africa, 1982/7 . Some nice cancels

	

10 .00 EST.

61	 Lot of 16 covers with SPECIAL CONCELS . All with "R" Labels . 1961-1981	 40 .00 EST.

62	 Lot of 21 covers with MOBILE PO CANCELS . 1948-1969	 25 .00 EST.

63	 Lot of 17 pieces of POSTAL STATIONARY . 2 postcards, one wrapper the rest

private use envelopes . 3 unused balance used . Good starter lot	 25/30 .00 EST.
64	 Lot of 16 covers . 13 metered, 3 P . P . 1977/87	 3/4 .00 EST.

LIECHTENSTEIN - LIECHTENSTEIN

65	 Liechtenstein 4/9(Z 4/9)Used, F/VF, CDS	 7 .30
66

	

Liechtenstein 154/6(Z 144/6)on piece with first day cancel . V/F Pretty

	

5/6 .00 EST.
67	 Liechtenstein 297/300(Z 286/9)FDC 21 . V1 . 56. Registered, noncacheted

cover	 51 .00
68	 Liechtenstein 373(Z 316)On cover to Berline from MAUREN 31 V11 59 	 11 .00

69	 Liechtensetin 381/2,384(Z 370/1,373)On FDC-NN-R-Bf . REgisteres Noncacheted

cover. Small tape mark on envelope	 8/9.00 EST.
70	 Liechtenstein 336(Z 325)On cover, unaddressed, VADUZ 19 . 1 . 62

provisional (walking) postmark	 5 .00 EST.

71	 Liechtensetin 406/9(Z 395/8)FDC-NN-R-Bf . REgistered, noncacheted cover

	

7 .00 EST.

72	 Liechtenstein601/2,6,9(Z651/4)0n 4 MAXIMUM CARDS .Perfect condition 	 255 .50

73	 Liechtenstein 654/6(Z 648/50) On 3 MAXIMUM CARDS . Perfect condition	 128 .00
74	 Liechtenstein B22/3(Z W1 27/8)Mint 2 full sheets with selvages . VF	 109 .50

75	 LiechtensteinC9/13(Z F 9/13)Used, VF, CDS . Very nice . Min . bid $74 .00

	

200 .75

MISCELLANEOUS - MISCELLANEOUS

76	 Cl/2(Z F 1/2)Unused, F/VF . Rellstab Cert . "Genuine ; well perforated,

with original gum (Hinge reminders)in good condition ."	 350 .00
77	 (Z P 81 N)100c postage due . Average centering . Lightly canceled with parts

of four cancels	 18 .25
78	 (Z P 911 N)500c postage due . Average centering . Almost SON BASEL 26 V

82 cancel	 73 .00
79	 1970 Pro Juv Booklet #65 . Excellant condition 	 16 .00
80	 1972 Pro Juv Booklet #67 . Excellant condition 	 18 .25
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Are Forgeries Becoming Respectable?

	

J.F . Barrett

This article originally appeared in the Helvetia	 Philatelic	 Society Newsletter,

September 1987 . Our thanks to the author and Editor, P . Hobbs.

The answer to this question must be an emphatic, NO, or more
precisely, "We are not going to allow it to happen!" I'm sure
most of us, in our younger days, were stung by buying a Cantonal
at a price which seemed "too good to be true," only to realize our
deception at a later, more experienced, stage . I was caught not
once, but twice, and vowed to mount a campaign against them,
especially with our younger collectors . I keep these "gems"
mounted over my desk as a constant reminder.

My campaign has lain dormant for some years but was renewed
about a year ago after I had read Philatelic Forgers - Their Lives
and Works by V .E . Tyler (Robson Lowe, 1976) . This excellent
book describes the exploits of 84 forgers and dealers who
produced and sold many thousands of fakes which now permeate
the hobby, many being Swiss Cantonais . The earlier mammoth
work, Album Weeds by Revd . Earee (1892), details no less than 105
different Cantonal forgeries in 39 pages.

The most blatant attempt to give respectability to forgeries
occurred with the Harmers auction of forgeries in 1986 and the
Wessex auction in 1987 where Sperati items were offered (a Vaud
for £70/80 and a Geneva 1843 for £50/60) . How many know that
Sperati, in spite of his agreement with the BPA in 1953 to "make
no more forgeries" was working on a new Basel Dove at the time
of his death in 1957? More recently, Raoul de Thuin, a Belgian
who carried on his business from Mérida, Yucatan, Mexico, was
bought out by the APS in 1966 for an unknown amount . He too
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had signed a contract which stated that he "will cease forever all
philatelic activities ." Quite by chance, I found two envelopes sent
by him in a dealer's box at Ireland's STAMPA in 1985 . One had
his Mérida address (1966) and the other had his later address in
Ecuador (1972), only three years before his death at the age of 85
when he was still peddling his products.

In my estimation, the most dangerous aspect is not the advanced
collector who merely wishes to add to his or her reference
collection, but to our ever decreasing younger collectors who
could be caught with a dud and be discouraged for the hobby
forever.

The only sensible solution, given that we live in a
supply-and-demand world, is to eliminate the demand; that is, stop buying and
the supply should disappear . This requires a unified boycott of
purchasing. As members of Swiss specialist societies in the British
Isles and the USA, all we can meaningfully accomplish is to direct
attention to these bogus Cantonals.

I believe that we, members of HPS and AHPS, could be the
pioneering groups in an overall effort to rid our hobby of this
plague. Never forget the advice given almost 100 years ago:
"Fakers come and Fakers go, but Fakes go on forever" (Stanley
Gibbons Monthly Journal, 2 :378, 1892) . I intended to present
motions to both groups to this effect . Just how many members
are really willing to do something about it?

Note : Mr. Barrett will provide photocopies of the descriptions of the Swiss forgeries

from Earee's book, sent surface mail for £5 or $8, post paid . His address is 4

Ashgrove, Newcastle Road, Galway, Ireland.
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Sales Circuit Notes

As of October 6th, in the past two months we've received
considerable new material and mailed five new circuits . Sales
continue at a very favorable level.

I receive occasional questions and comments which are of general
interest . One such letter is reprinted in its entirety below.

"In the 'you can 't please everyone department, ' the second
sales circuit arrived within a week of my having sent on
the first circuit . Their paths crossed with me.

"After my initial consternation at having to digest another
set of circuit books, I decided not to just mail them on but
to have a quick look.

"Aside from the chance to just view such a wide choice of
beautiful stamps, the concise and accurate write-ups are an
education to a less advanced collector.

"Enclosed is my check for my quick look. Happy stamping!"

We appreciate the complimentary tone of the letter, which
addresses a situation that deserves discussion, namely the receipt
of two or more circuits within a short time period.

The major considerations in routing circuits are sending only to
interested buyers and fairness . Fairness means giving each buyer,
over a period of time, various positions on circuit routing lists to
assure that he/she will not always be among the first or last to
see material.

There is no real control over how long a given circuit takes to
move its way from one buyer to another . Because of this, it is
possible that a buyer will receive multiple circuits within a short
time. It will happen and it is unavoidable . If you receive two
circuits within a short period of time (a week or less), feel free
to hold the second circuit for a few extra days or a week . Please
do not send the circuit on without reviewing it . You may miss an
opportunity to buy some good material at advantageous prices.
And the seller misses a sale.

Buyers: I'm anxiously awaiting the publication of both Scott
Volume IV and Zumstein's Swiss Catalog . General price increases
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are expected in both . Results, in the auctions that I follow,
indicate a clear upward trend in the prices of Swiss stamps . That
trend will no doubt continue for the next couple of years.
Message: Buy Now!

Sellers: We have almost 70 buyers signed up and eligible to
receive circuits . Some have very specialized wants, but many have
broad interests . Virtually all categories of Swiss material will sell
well if of good quality and priced sensibly.

If you have questions or need information on circuit sales, write
or call:

Emil L . Tobler, AHPS Sales, PO Box 26, Bradford RI 02808
Telephone: 401-377-2238 (evenings are best)

NEW MEMBERS
2263 Paul F . Colman, Massachusetts
2264 Eric Von Berg, Pennsylvania

Resignations:
1317 Carl H . Spitzer
1771 Robert A . Meyer
2146 David L. Jarrett

The membership renewals are coming in fast a furious. We closed
out the books on 1987 with 438 members including our 7 Life
Members.

If any member wishes to order La Place de la Concorde Suisse
which was reviewed in the last Tell, it is available from the
publisher for $12.45 plus postage ($1 .50 in USA) . Payment may be
made by check, payable in U .S. funds and drawn on a U .S . bank
or by international money order . Payment can also be charged
against VISA, MasterCard, American Express, or CHOICE credit
cards. Contact: Farrar, Straus & Giroux ; Order Fulfillment; 2350
Virginia Avenue ; Hagerstown MD 21740 ; Telephone 800-638-3030 or
301-824-7300.
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Strange-Looking Circular Date Cancels Henry Ratz

As a result of improved feeder mechanisms, machine cancels
without flags or slogans are seldom seen these days . An exception
is shown here from Fribourg, dated 7 .10.86 and the way it ran
through the machine a few days earlier.

No way of telling whether the slogan is missing due to faulty
feeding (where one envelope would overlay another) or the slogan
slug was omitted deliberately by the operator . Since I have seen
other not-so-by-the-book items from this PO's machine room
before, I tend to lean more towards the latter possibility.

But that's not the point of this story.
Take a look at the cancel from Vaduz
dated 18.XII .1953 . If it looks a bit
weird to you and does not compare with
the more common impressions from
Vaduz' hand cancelers, you're right.
This is the cds crown from a machine
canceller with the slogan portion
missing. Accident or faulty operation?
No, it was done by design. Why?

The clue is in the date which is seven days before Christmas.
When heavy Christmas mail traffic hit the larger post offices in
Switzerland, it was common practice to use the machine cancelers
to expedite things, even on first class mail . To make it less
obvious and to placate philatelists who never appreciated their
favored Pro Juventute stamps defaced with slogan type, the POs
simply did not insert the slogans in their machines . This practice
was stopped some time ago as more and more mail had to be
pushed through MCs to beat rising costs and labor shortages.

This "Printed Matter" example ran through the MC at St . Gallen's
main PO with a so-called Leihkrone ('borrowed' crown) from
Vaduz (which only obtained its own MC in early June 1960).
Single machine crowns (i .e ., non-accidental types) are cataloged as
#0 .1 .6 in the SVP Swiss MC handbook (V 1, pg A2) . They are of
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no particular value as they exist in abundant quantities, but at the
same time they are easily overlooked . Check your Christmas (and
maybe Easter) mail from abroad prior to 1970; maybe you've kept
a few without even knowing . And, if you don't want them, simply
send them in the direction of Fiddletown . . ..

Needless to say -- and before the Liechtenstein collectors give me
some new titles or send me telegrams -- even with a tightly run
ship there are exceptions to the exceptions . I have seen the
above A-crown from Vaduz used without a flag on at least two
other dates that are nowhere near Christmas or Easter.

There are two obvious reasons . First, specialized fulfillment
organizations located in Liechtenstein generated mass mailings
which dictated the use of machine cancelling like the one shown
above. Second, the St . Gallen PO never requested the creation of
a flag suitable for mail originating in Liechtenstein until the mass
mailing for Abbott Labs on 28 May 1958 which is shown below.

Before this flag was created, a flag showing the Swiss cross would
have been inappropriate on such mail . Also, many of the slogans
in use at that time could not be used for similar reasons.
Common sense or pressure from Liechtenstein's postal customers
prevailed and the St. Gallen PO often left the crown slogan-less.

This was obviously smarter than what was practiced in Geneva
where, prior to October 1969, mail from various UN offices was
machine cancelled with ill-considered slogans such as ; "Femmes
Suisse! Annoncez-vous pour le SCF militaires ." I'm sure that
went over well in Bora-Bora! Justifiably, the purists among UN
collectors still shake their heads over such callousness.
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Stamps & Postal Stationery of 71 Centimes
J. de Beaumont

This article first appeared in Bulletin No . 54 (Nov . 1976) of the Neuchâtel Philatelic
Society and later appeared in the HelvetiaAlphorn No. 9 (Aug . 1977) . Our trans-
lator, Chuck LaBlonde, writes : "This type of article shows the value of literature to
true philately . It's very easy to buy stamps and tuck them away without giving any
thought to the reasons for their issue . This article relates the stamps to the postal
rate structure ."

Twice during the early years of this century, stamps and entires
of 7½ centimes were in use for a short time; we examine the
reasons for and some of the details of these issues.

1918 Issue of the 74 Gray. At this time the price of everything
was rising and this caused expenses to rise continuously . The PTT
could not meet its obligations and the result was inevitable . By
federal edict of 21 December 1917, effective 1 January 1918,
various postal rates were increased to close the deficit . The rate
for postcards went from 5c to 7½c while the double card went
from 10c to 15c . To permit payment of this new rate, a 7½c
stamp was printed in gray using the Tell-Boy design . The first
issue in January 1918 was Type III (Zumstein 138 III) . In July
1918, a Type II (138 II) appeared which also exists as tête-bêche
(K 12). A 2½c brownish-lilac value (136) was also issued to allow
existing stocks of the 5c green (125 III) to be used up.

Some special stamps were also issued at the new rate: the 1919
Peace issue, the 1919 and 1920 Pro Juventute issues, and three
official stamps of the IKW.

PTT postcards followed the same direction. Service Order #216 of
22 December 1917 indicated that post offices themselves should
frank their remaining 5c postcards with a 2½c stamp and sell
them at the new rate. At the same time, the stock of 5c
postcards remaining in the hands of the PTT was transformed to
7½c cards by means of a black surcharge . Thus, there appeared in
January single postcards with two types of surcharge (61 I and 61
II) and surcharged double cards (62) . In February, three 7½c
postcards were issued using the Tell-Boy design in gray : Type III
(63), Type II (64), and a double card of Type II (65).

Various special postcards were also issued at the new rate . Two
5c official cards of the SBB were overprinted to 7½c. One of the
two, dealing with goods and customs, is very rare with only a few
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examples known. A series of other items was printed with the
7½c gray stamp : the Bundesfeier cards of 1918, 1919 and 1920;
various official SBB cards; a semi-official card for the Zürich
Philatelic Congress of 1920; and two private cards.

When considering the values of 7½ and 2½ centimes, one must ask
whether it was possible to purchase a single stamp or card . To
this the Federal Council responded on 26 December 1917 saying
that, "In general the 7½ and 2½ centime stamps and the 7½ centime
postcards will not be sold less than two at a time [two was the
minimum purchase] . If a person absolutely insists on buying one
card or one stamp, he will be required to pay 8 or 3 centimes ."
Service Order #218 added, "The fraction of a centime simply goes
into petty cash ." How simple is bureaucratic accounting!

1921 Withdrawal of the 7½ Gray. The financial problems did not
abate and federal decrees of 5 and 15 December 1920, effective 1
January 1921, again raised postal rates . The postcard rate went
from 7½ to 10 centimes and the 7½c stamp became useless . The
stock of Type II stamps, including tête-bêche, was overprinted
with a red "5" (148 II and K 14) . A very few of the Type III
stamps (which appeared earlier than Type II) were also overprinted
and are one of the great rarities of Swiss philately (148 III).
Likewise, the 2½ on 3c orange (146) became useless since the
printed matter rate was raised to 5 centimes.

As regards the 7½c postcards, Service Order #187 of 24 December
1920 indicated that those cards already in the possession of post
offices should have a 2½c stamp added to them (two stamps for a
double card) . To do this, either the brown-lilac stamp (136) or
the 2½ on 3c orange (146) could be used . Undistributed cards
were overprinted by the PTT in red for the new 10c rate. This
overprint is only known on the single and double cards of Type II
(66 & 67). The surcharge 10 on 7½ also exists on four official
SBB postcards.

1928 Issue of the 7½ Green. Surprisingly enough, the cause of the
second 7½ centime stamp was not a rate increase, but rather a
rate decrease . A Federal Council Decree of 25 October 1927,
effective 1 January 1928, stated that business papers and printed
matter destined abroad could be sent for 7½ centimes . (On 1
February 1921, this rate had been raised from 5 to 10 centimes
per 50 grams) . A new 7½c green stamp in the Tell-Boy design was
issued (171) as well as a 2½c olive green stamp (169) . Normal use
of the 7½c stamp was to frank printed matter going abroad and it
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must be noted that it is quite rare to find it used on piece. It
was used with the 2½c for other purposes . Its high catalog value
(used) reflects its total printing of 22,440,000 . The 2+ and 7+
centime stamps exist with SdN and BIT overprints.

The printed matter wrappers with the 10c Bust of Tell imprint (38
& 40) were overprinted to 7½ (43 & 44) . The former (43) is rare
with this surcharge, especially used . A 7+c wrapper with Tell-Boy
design was subsequently issued and sold for 8 centimes (45).

A semi-official card for the Bern Philatelic Congress and other
private items were imprinted with the 7+c green . Further, there
exists a private card, 10c Tell Bust, overprinted to 7½c (indicated
in error as private envelope 46 in the catalog).

1930 Withdrawal of the 7+ Green. On 1 July 1930, the printed
matter rate for items going abroad was again reduced from 7½ to
5 centimes for each 50 grams . The remaining 7½c wrappers were
overprinted to 5c (46) and a new 5c wrapper was issued (47) . The
7+c stamp was overprinted to 5c (181) and the 2+c stamp
overprinted to 3c (180).

So much for the history of the 7+ centime rate . It appeared and
vanished the first time because of two increases in the postcard
rate. The second time, it appeared and vanished due to two
decreases in the rate for printed matter going abroad.

7½c green used on letter to USA
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Exhibit Awards

	

Harlan Stone

In recent months, members have garnered the following awards for
exhibits of Swiss and Liechtenstein material:

AHPS members did well exhibiting at SUNPEX : Ralph Soderberg,
SUNPEX Grand and Gold, AHPS Gold and President's Award, APS
Pre-1900 Award; Harlan Stone, SUNPEX Vermeil and AHPS Gold;
Felix Ganz, SUNPEX Vermeil, AHPS Silver and Marcus White
Award; Howard Bauman, SUNPEX Silver and AHPS Bronze ; Bruce
Marsden, SUNPEX Silver Bronze.

At the APS STaMpsHOW: Harlan Stone, Gold ; Ernest Bergman,
Silver. At HAFNIA: Edmund Walton, Large Vermeil ; Wayne
Fitzgibbons, Vermeil . CHICAGOPEX: Wayne Fitzgibbons, Vermeil.
National (NYC): Bernard Kosmoski, Vermeil . INDYPEX: Harlan
Stone, Vermeil . SEPAD: Harlan Stone, Gold. WISCOPEX: Marvin
Tews, APS GOLD. State Fairs : Wayne Fitzgibbons, IL 1st; Mark
Weiner, VT 2nd.
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The following post offices were closed 31 .10.1987:
1511 Oulens-sur-Lucens

	

7248 Serneus Station
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Handstamped and Embossed Revenues Donn Lueck
of Canton Zürich, Switzerland

The appearance of this article constitutes the first attempt at
listing the revenue paper of Canton Zürich . This does not purport
to be a complete listing, nor has any attempt been made to price
these items . Information leading to adequate pricing is unavailable
at this time . Later, with receipt of further information, such an
attempt may be made.

I trust that information presented here will enable those of you in
possession of such material to better categorize your collection.
Readers able to shed additional light on these items are invited to
correspond with the author : P.O. Box 11582, Phoenix AZ 85061.

Handstamped Revenue Paper

A single-line circle (16mm diameter) with
pearls around the outside, inscribed
"CANT:ZURICH" at the top with figure of
value in the center and currency below.
Handstamped in black . Probably used 1803-
1830. This handstamp is on a promissory
note dated 15 January 1809 in the author's
collection. The handstamp is in the lower
left corner; an embossed revenue is in the
upper right corner. The following values are
known: 3 Rap., 1 and 3 Batz.

A single-line circle (16½-17mm diameter) with
pearls around the outside, inscribed
"CANTON ZURICH" at the top with the
figure of value in the center and currency
below. Handstamped in black . Probably
used 1830-1850. This handstamp is on a
document, dated 22 May 1843, in the lower
left corner; an embossed revenue is in the
upper right corner. The following values are
known: 3 and 6 Rap., and 1 Baz.

A single-line circle (19½-20mm diameter)
inscribed "CANTON ZURICH" with the value
in the center, currency below, and a small
shield at the bottom . Handstamped in black.
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Probably used 1850-1880 . There are no
complete documents to verify these dates of
use. The following values are known: 1 Bz.,
5 and 6 Rp.

A single-line circle like the above but
without the shield is known . A manuscript
date of 1873 is on the piece . The following
value is known: 20 Rp.

A double-line or single-line oval (22 x 27mm)
inscribed "CANTON ZURICH" at the top with
a coat of arms in the center on a shelf with
a wreath of leaves on both sides of the
shield. The value is below the shelf at the
bottom of the oval . Handstamped in black.
Probably used 1840-1860 . This handstamp is
on a document, dated 5 May 1848, in the
author's collection . The following values are
known: 1 BZ ., 6 and 10 Rp.

A single-line rectangular frame (25 x 32mm)
with the Canton Zürich coat of arms in the
center . The inscriptions in an arch above
the arms read "AUSSERORDENT STEMPEL /
CANTON ZURICH" in two lines . A wreath
is below the arms separating it from the
value tablet in the lower center. Hand-
stamped in black . The following values are
known: 1 BZ., 3 Rap., and 15 Rp.

Ausserordent Stempel means "extraordinary
tax." I suppose that it was due based on
such a tax or as an additional tax.

Printed Revenue Paper

A single-line oval (22 x 27mm) inscribed
"CANTON ZURICH" at the top with a coat
of arms in the center on a shelf with a
wreath of leaves on both sides of the
shield. The value is below the shelf at the
bottom. Printed in black. Probably used
1840-1860. The following value is known: 20



Rp. A manuscript notation on the piece is
dated 1880. There are no complete
documents to verify dates of use.

A single-line oval (22 x 27mm) inscribed
"CANTON ZURICH" at the top with a coat
of arms in the center on a shelf with a
wreath of leaves on both sides of the
shield . The value is below the shelf at the
bottom of the oval. These are all printed in
violet on white paper . Probably used 1880-
1900. There are no complete documents to
verify dates of use. The following values
are known: 5, 10, 20, and 30 Rp . ; and Fr . . ..
The franc value is printed with the value
open to be filled in by manuscript.

A double-line oval (18 x 23mm) inscribed
"CANTON*ZURICH" at the top with a coat
of arms in the center on a shelf and a
wreath of leaves around the bottom of the
shield. The value is at the bottom of the
oval. These are all printed in violet on
white wove paper . Probably used 1890-
1930. There are no complete documents to
verify dates of use. The following values
are known: 10, 40, and 50 Cts . ; and Fr. 1.

A single-line oval (22 x 27mm) inscribed
"CANTON ZURICH" at the top with a coat
of arms in the center on a shelf supported
by a scroll with a wreath of leaves on both
sides of the shield . The value is below the
scroll . Printed in black . The following
value is known: 20 Rp.

Similar to the above except inscriptions and
value are larger; printed in black on various
colored paper . One value known: 20 Rp.

A single-line circle (19-20mm diameter)
inscribed "CANTON ZURICH" with value in
the center and a small shield at the bottom.
Printed in violet or black. The following
values are known: 10, 20, and 30 Rp.
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Undated Embossed Revenue Stamped Paper

A single-line rectangular frame (23 x 32mm)
with pearls inside the frame line . The
Canton Zürich coat of arms is in the upper
center surrounded by a wreath. The
inscription in an arch above the arms reads
"CANTON ZURICH." There are four corner
ornaments which separate the wreath from
the frame. A value tablet is in the lower
center . The following value is known: 3 Rp.

The above embossing was used in conjunc-
tion with the first handstamp described in
the article. The embossing is depressed and
colorless.

Same as above except that the value tablet
and figure are larger . Embossing is raised
and colorless . These items were found on
complete documents dated 27 March 1830 and
1831 . The following values are known : 3 Rp.
and 1 Bz.

A double-line rectangular frame (26 x 37mm)
with the Canton Zürich coat of arms in the
upper center surrounded by a wreath . The
inscription in an arch above the arms reads
"CANTON ZURICH ." There are four corner
ornaments which separate the wreath from
the frame. A value tablet is in the lower
center with scrolls on each end. The
following values are known : 1 Bz . and 6 Rp.

Dated Embossed Revenue Stamped Paper

A double-line rectangular frame (26 x 37mm)
with the Canton Zürich coat of arms in the
upper center surrounded by a wreath . The
inscription in an arch above the arms reads
"CANTON ZURICH ." There are four corner
ornaments which separate the wreath from
the frame. A value tablet is in the lower
center with scrolls on each end and a date
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embossed. The following dates and values are known: 1851 1
BAZ .; 1854 5 Rp; 1868 30 Rp; 1873 20 and 30 Rp; 1875 20 Rp ; 1877
20 and 30 Rp ; 1880 20 Rp; 1882 20 Rp; 1887 30 Rp; 1898 through
1904 30 Rp; 1906 30 Rp; 1907 30 Rp; 1908 20 Rp; 1909 20 Rp.

Three proof impressions without the dates are known . The
inscription on these proofs is "KANTON ZURICH" (a "K" instead of
a "C"). The following values are known : 10, 20 and 30 Rp.

1988 Closing Dates

The 1988 deadlines for articles and camera-ready advertisements
have been shortened to thirty (30) days prior to issue . Tell is
sent to the printer on the closing date; no exceptions . You are
encouraged to submit copy well in advance of the closing date.

Issue Closing Publication
Mar/Apr 1 Feb 1988 1 Mar 1988
May/Jun 1 Apr 1988 1 May 1988
Jul/Aug 1 Jun 1988 1 Jul 1988
Sep/Oct 1 Aug 1988 1 Sep 1988
Nov/Dec 1 Oct 1988 1 Nov 1988
Jan/Feb 1 Dec 1988 1 Jan 1989

A Postcard From Felix Ganz

By the time you read this, another Zumstein/Bern product should
be available in the United States: the long awaited catalog of
special and automobile cancellations originally produced by PEN.
After the author's death, Zumstein obtained the rights to this
book and have now decided to produce a new edition . The catalog
is 75 pages with an introduction in four languages (d/f/i/e) and
will be priced at SFr 47 spiral bound and SFr 60 4-ring punched;
plus SFr 8 .50 shipping . Please do not rush ahead and order your
copy yet . Details on how to order will reach you in due time.

Reliable sources have expressed the more than good hope that the
next edition of the Zumstein Switzerland Specialized Catalog may
be on every specialized Swiss collector's Christmas wish list in
1988, or maybe New Year of 1989.
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